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SUMMARY
STAG2, a cohesin family gene, is among the most recurrently mutated genes in cancer. STAG2 loss of func-
tion (LOF) is associated with aggressive behavior in Ewing sarcoma, a childhood cancer driven by aberrant
transcription induced by the EWSR1-FLI1 fusion oncogene. Here, using isogenic Ewing cells, we show that,
while STAG2 LOF profoundly changes the transcriptome, it does not significantly impact EWSR1-FLI1,
CTCF/cohesin, or acetylated H3K27 DNA binding patterns. In contrast, it strongly alters the anchored
dynamic loop extrusion process at boundary CTCF sites and dramatically decreases promoter-enhancer in-
teractions, particularly affecting the expression of genes regulated by EWSR1-FLI1 at GGAA microsatellite
neo-enhancers. Down-modulation of cis-mediated EWSR1-FLI1 activity, observed in STAG2-LOF condi-
tions, is associated with enhanced migration and invasion properties of Ewing cells previously observed in
EWSR1-FLI1low cells. Our study illuminates a processwherebySTAG2-LOF fine-tunes the activity of an onco-
genic transcription factor through altered CTCF-anchored loop extrusion and cis-mediated enhancer
mechanisms.
INTRODUCTION expanded in relapsed tumors, suggesting their positive selection
Ewing sarcoma is an aggressive bone cancer mostly observed in

adolescent and young adults (Gr€unewald et al., 2018). This can-

cer is characterized by fusions between EWSR1 and ETS tran-

scription factor family members, most frequently FLI1 (Delattre

et al., 1992; Gr€unewald et al., 2018). This oncoprotein behaves

as a pioneer transcription factor, generating neo-enhancers

through binding to GGAA microsatellites (Boulay et al., 2017;

Gangwal et al., 2008; Guillon et al., 2009; Sheffield et al., 2017;

Tomazou et al., 2015). STAG2 mutation in Ewing sarcoma is

the most frequent secondary genetic alteration (15%–21%) in

an otherwise stable genome (Brohl et al., 2014; Crompton

et al., 2014; Solomon et al., 2011; Tirode et al., 2014). It is asso-

ciated with poor prognosis and metastasis (Crompton et al.,

2014; Tirode et al., 2014). Furthermore, subclonal STAG2 muta-

tions detected in tumors at diagnosis are preferentially
during cancer progression and treatment (Crompton et al., 2014;

Tirode et al., 2014).

STAG2 is an integral member of the cohesin complex, which is

essential to hold sister chromatids together duringmitosis and to

shape the three-dimensional (3D) genome structure through its

association with CTCF at the boundaries of topologically associ-

ating domains (Bintu et al., 2018; Dixon et al., 2012; Dowen et al.,

2014; Michaelis et al., 1997; Nora et al., 2012; Rao et al., 2014;

Wendt et al., 2008). Two CTCF molecules binding at convergent

sites and interacting with the cohesin complex allow for the gen-

eration of a chromatin loop in which gene regulation processes

preferentially occur (Beagrie et al., 2017; Guo et al., 2015; Rao

et al., 2014, 2017; Tang et al., 2015). Key components of the

CTCF/cohesin complex are necessary for the maintenance of

chromatin loop structures (Haarhuis et al., 2017; Nora et al.,

2017; Rao et al., 2017; Schwarzer et al., 2017; Wutz et al.,
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2017) and are typically identified through a dot at corner peaks

on Hi-C contact maps. These loops are likely generated in a dy-

namic process called chromatin extrusion (Davidson et al., 2019;

Fudenberg et al., 2016; Hassler et al., 2018; Hsieh et al., 2020;

Kim et al., 2019; Krietenstein et al., 2020; Nasmyth, 2001; Nue-

bler et al., 2018; Sanborn et al., 2015; Vian et al., 2018). Chro-

matin extrusion by the condensin complex has been recently

visualized in yeast (Ganji et al., 2018). ATP and NIPBL-MAU2

are essential factors for the extrusion of chromatin loops by

the cohesin complex in vitro (Davidson et al., 2019; Kim et al.,

2019). In vivo, it is thought that the dynamic extrusion process

is reflected by architectural stripes detected in Hi-C and Micro-

C experiments (Hsieh et al., 2020; Krietenstein et al., 2020;

Vian et al., 2018). Current understanding of the exact mecha-

nisms describing the interplay between the CTCF/cohesin

complex and the chromatin during loop extrusion is, however,

incomplete. Similarly, the role of STAG2, which is frequently

altered in human cancer mainly through loss-of-function (LOF)

mutations, remains poorly understood (Bailey et al., 2018; Hill

et al., 2016; Lawrence et al., 2014; Romero-Pérez et al., 2019).

Since STAG2 is located on the X chromosome, inactivating mu-

tations of a single allele are sufficient for complete LOF (Romero-

Pérez et al., 2019). Inactivating mutations of the STAG1 paralog

are much less frequent in cancer. STAG1 and STAG2 LOFmuta-

tions have been shown to be synthetic lethal (Benedetti et al.,

2017; van der Lelij et al., 2017).

Here, we addressed whether STAG2 LOFmutations alter tran-

scriptome, epigenome, and chromatin topology of Ewing sar-

coma cellular models and investigated the mechanisms by

which this mutation could contribute to increased aggressive-

ness of this cancer.

RESULTS

STAG2 knockout profoundly alters the transcriptomic
landscape
To decipher the oncogenic mechanisms related to STAG2 LOF

in Ewing sarcoma, we used a CRISPR-Cas9 approach with

two different sgRNAs targeting STAG2 (SA2m#1 and SA2m#2).

We generated three knockout (KO) isogenic pairs derived from

A673 (A673SA2m#1) and TC71 (TC71SA2m#1, TC71SA2m#2), two

STAG2 wild-type (WT) Ewing sarcoma cell lines (Figure 1A).

Absence of STAG2 protein expression was confirmed in each

of these clones (Figure 1A). Proliferation rate of STAG2 WT and

KO cells was similar (Figures S1A–S1D). RNA sequencing

(RNA-seq) comparing paired STAG2 proficient and deficient

lines highlighted a broad transcriptional modulation (Figure 1B;

Table S1). Altogether, these three isogenic clones define a set

of 546 STAG2-modulated genes, 204 being commonly upregu-

lated and 198 being commonly downregulated genes in

STAG2 KO cells. To validate the specificity of our findings, we

used a CRISPR-Cas9-based approach to correct the STAG2

mutation and generated a line (A673SA2r) with rescued STAG2

expression (Figure 1A). Expression profiling in this rescue line

showed highly significant reversion of both the STAG2 KO-asso-

ciated down- and upregulated effects (Figure 1C; Table S1). We

also performed short-term knockdown (KD) experiments with

two different small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) (siSA2#6 and

siSA2#8) at three different time points (24, 48, and 72 h) in
2 Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021
A673 and TC71. To confirm that the STAG2-regulated signature

was not limited to A673 and TC71 isogenic clones, we also

knocked down STAG2 in three additional STAG2 WT Ewing

cell lines (EW1, CHLA-10, and CHLA-258) (Figure 1A) and further

validated RNA-seq results for some genes using qRT-PCR (Fig-

ures S1E–S1J). As shown in Figures 1D and S2A, all these exper-

iments indicated that the sets of STAG2-modulated genes

defined with isogenic clones were regulated as soon as 24–

48 h after siRNA transfection. At 72 h, most of the gene expres-

sion changes detected in the isogenic clones were observed,

with only minor variations between siRNAs or cell lines and

with a lower dynamic range of modulation than in stable KO ex-

periments (Figure S2A). We can therefore conclude that this set

of genes represents a robust signature of STAG2 KO Ewing

cells, modulated at short term and which hence accounts for

early, possibly direct, transcriptomic consequences of STAG2

inactivation.

Functional analysis reveals major impact of STAG2

inactivation on EWSR1-FLI1-induced genes
The functional aspect of STAG2-proficient and -deficient Ewing

sarcoma was investigated by Gene Set Enrichment Analysis

(GSEA) and the DoRothEA-curated transcription factor/target

gene set database (Garcia-Alonso et al., 2019; Mootha et al.,

2003). Taking advantage of additional Ewing sarcoma cell line

and tumor RNA-seq data, we performed this analysis in four in-

dependent Ewing sarcoma datasets: (1) STAG2 WT parental

cells versus STAG2 KO isogenic cells, (2) STAG2 WT si-control

versus STAG2 KD transfected cells, (3) STAG2 WT versus

STAG2 mutated Ewing cell lines, and (4) STAG2 WT versus

STAG2 mutated Ewing tumors. Strikingly, when investigating

18,889 signatures ranked by average normalized enrichment

score (NES), several of the top 20 signatures enriched in

STAG2 proficient condition were EWSR1-FLI1-regulated gene

signatures (Tables 1 and S2). Ranking first in GSEA and DoRo-

thEA analyses (Tables 1 and S3), IC-EWS is a recently described

signature (Aynaud et al., 2020) that was defined based on

independent component analysis of single-cell RNA-seq exper-

iments upon induction of EWSR1-FLI1 in Ewing cells. This signa-

ture is exquisitely specific for Ewing sarcoma, enriched in genes

modulated by EWSR1-FLI1 activity on GGAA microsatellite se-

quences and mostly devoid of cell-cycle genes, which are

frequently confounding factors in such GSEA analyses. Apart

from a borderline significant signature observed at 24 h post

transfection in A673 cells knocked down for STAG2, all other

comparisons yielded strongly significant GSEA results with the

IC-EWS gene set (Figures S2B–S2G). Direct comparison also

showed that IC-EWS distinguish STAG2 WT and mutated cell

lines and tumors (Figures S2H and S2I). Further evidences for

increased activity of EWSR1-FLI1 in STAG2-proficient condi-

tions are provided by Riggi and Miyagawa datasets highlighting

genes that are upregulated upon ectopic expression of EWSR1-

FLI1 in mesenchymal/progenitor cells. Beyond EWSR1-FLI1-

related signatures, other gene sets provided much less consis-

tent information across datasets and hence appeared less

meaningful (Table 1). One gene set each of epidermal growth

factor (EGF) or transforming growth factor b (TGF-b) signaling,

and one gene set each of MYC, P53, and nuclear factor kB

(NF-kB) targets were ranked among the first 20 gene sets
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Figure 1. STAG2 knockout profoundly alters the transcriptomic landscape

(A) Representative western blotting in cellular extracts from isogenic STAG2 knockout (KO) (generated with two independent sgRNAs: SA2m#1 and SA2m#2),

STAG1 KO (sgRNA: SA1m#1), STAG2 rescued (sgRNA: SA2r) and STAG2 knockdown (KD) at 48 h (generated with two independent siRNAs: siSA2#6 and

siSA2#8) Ewing sarcoma cells. Color code for sgRNA isogenic models is indicated for each model and kept identical throughout the article.

(B) Scaled Venn diagram formodulated genes betweenSTAG2WTandKO conditions (n = 3); total modulated genes for each condition represent the sum of intra-

circle numbers; universe includes expressed genes (n = 13,780). p value for intersection was calculated with the SuperExact test.

(C) Boxplots of log2 fold change for up-, un-, and downregulated genes inSTAG2KO and STAG2 rescued cells as comparedwith A673 or TC71 parental cells (n =

3 for each model); number of genes is indicated for each category. p values: two-tailed paired Wilcoxon test. Boxes represent the central 50% of data points

(interquartile range). Upper and lower whiskers represent the largest and smallest observed values within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the ends of

the box.

(D) Heatmap for the core set of commonly upregulated (left panel) and downregulated (right panel) genes identified in (B and C) for STAG2 KO and KD Ewing cell

lines. Time after siRNA transfection is indicated at the top, sgRNA and siRNA identifiers at the bottom.

See also Figures S1 and S2, Table S1.
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(Tables 1 and S3). It is noteworthy that the P53 gene set is partic-

ularly enriched in analyses performed in cell lines and in tumors,

an observation that may be linked to the frequent association of

STAG2 and TP53 mutations in Ewing cell lines and tumors (Tir-

ode et al., 2014). In contrast to downregulated genes in STAG2

LOF systems, analyses of upregulated gene sets did not provide

obvious illuminating information (Tables 1 and S3). NES scores

were usually weaker and the highest scores observed in the tu-

mor comparison were not strongly supported by the cell line sys-

tems. We may nevertheless note the YAP/TAZ pathway, which

has been recently shown to counteract EWSR1-FLI1 activity
(Katschnig et al., 2017; Rodrı́guez-Núñez et al., 2020) (Table 1).

Altogether, these analyses showed that STAG2 inactivation

has a major impact on EWSR1-FLI1 upregulated genes and

hence suggest that STAG2 may modulate EWSR1-FLI1 tran-

scriptional effects.

Binding patterns at H3K27ac, EWSR1-FLI1, CTCF, and
cohesin sites are mostly unmodulated upon STAG2 KO
Our primary hypothesis was that the inactivation of STAG2

may impair EWSR1-FLI1 binding and/or accessibility to chro-

matin. Hence, we performed western blot and chromatin
Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021 3



Table 1. Top 20 gene sets enriched in STAG2 proficient or deficient Ewing sarcoma datasets

Enriched in Rank

Gene sets (18,889 gene sets

from MSigDB or published data)

NES p value FDR

1 2 3 4

AVG

NES

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

siSA2 Isogenic

Cell

lines Tumors C: p < 0.01 C: FDR <0.2

STAG2

proficient

1 IC_EWS 2.0 1.7 2.2 2.1 2.00 C C C C C C C C

2 KERLEY_RESPONSE_TO_

CISPLATIN_UP

1.8 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.90 C C C C C C C C

3 VERHAAK_GLIOBLASTOMA_

MESENCHYMAL

1.9 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.80 C C C C C C C C

4 HALLMARK_TNFA_SIGNALING_

VIA_NFKB

1.4 1.5 1.7 2.6 1.80 C C C C C C

5 GALINDO_IMMUNE_RESPONSE_

TO_ENTEROTOXIN

1.7 1.6 1.7 2.1 1.79 C C C C C C C C

6 JOHNSTONE_PARVB_TARGETS_3_UP 1.8 1.3 1.8 2.2 1.77 C C C C C C C

7 NAGASHIMA_NRG1_SIGNALING_UP 1.4 1.6 1.7 2.3 1.77 C C C C C C

8 RIGGI_EWING_SARCOMA_

PROGENITOR_UP

1.9 1.5 1.9 1.8 1.76 C C C C C C C C

9 KINSEY_TARGETS_OF_EWSR1_

FLII_FUSION_DN

1.8 1.4 1.6 2.1 1.73 C C C C C C C

10 NAGASHIMA_EGF_SIGNALING_UP 1.1 1.5 1.9 2.4 1.72 C C C C C

11 ACOSTA_PROLIFERATION_

INDEPENDENT_MYC_TARGETS_DN

1.7 1.5 1.8 1.8 1.71 C C C C C C C C

12 AMIT_DELAYED_EARLY_GENES 1.4 1.4 1.8 2.2 1.69 C C C C

13 FISCHER_DIRECT_P53_TARGETS_

META_ANALYSIS

1.3 1.6 1.8 2.0 1.69 C C C C C C

14 REACTOME_FCERI_MEDIATED_

CA_2_MOBILIZATION

1.3 1.7 1.2 2.3 1.64 C C C C C

15 MIYAGAWA_TARGETS_OF_

EWSR1_ETS_FUSIONS_UP

1.8 1.4 1.5 1.9 1.63 C C C C C C

16 HUANG_DASATINIB_RESISTANCE_UP 1.7 1.6 1.7 1.6 1.63 C C C C C C C C

17 KAUER_EWS-FLI_DOWN 1.9 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.63 C C C C C C C

18 PLASARI_TGFB1_TARGETS_1HR_UP 1.6 1.5 1.7 1.7 1.63 C C C C C C

19 GSE21546_UNSTIM_VS_ANTI_CD3_

STIM_ELK1_KO_DP_THYMOCYTES_UP

1.1 1.2 2.0 2.2 1.62 C C C C

20 SMIRNOV_RESPONSE_TO_IR_2HR_UP 1.4 1.8 1.5 1.8 1.61 C C C C

STAG2

deficient

1 CHR1Q44 �1.7 �1.0 �2.2 �2.1 –1.75 C C C C C

2 PYEON_CANCER_HEAD_AND_

NECK_VS_CERVICAL_UP

�1.2 �1.3 �2.0 �2.1 –1.65 C C C C

3 KEGG_ASTHMA �1.3 �1.7 �1.7 �1.8 –1.61 C C C C C

4 VERHAAK_GLIOBLASTOMA_

PRONEURAL

�1.4 �1.5 �1.9 �1.6 –1.60 C C C C C C

5 VILLANUEVA_LIVER_CANCER_

KRT19_UP

�0.9 �0.8 �2.0 �2.4 –1.54 C C C C

6 PYEON_HPV_POSITIVE_TUMORS_UP �0.9 �1.4 �1.6 �2.2 –1.51 C C C

7 KUNINGER_IGF1_VS_PDGFB_

TARGETS_UP

�0.8 �1.3 �1.3 �2.5 –1.49 C C

8 TOYOTA_TARGETS_OF_

MIR34B_AND_MIR34C

�1.0 �1.1 �1.6 �2.2 –1.48 C C C

9 CHR2P25 �1.5 �1.8 �1.4 �1.1 –1.47 C C C

10 RICKMAN_TUMOR_DIFFERENTIATED_

WELL_VS_POORLY_UP

�1.2 �1.0 �1.9 �1.7 –1.47 C C C C

11 MIR4800_5P �1.2 �1.6 �1.8 �1.2 –1.45 C C C

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued

Enriched in Rank

Gene sets (18,889 gene sets

from MSigDB or published data)

NES p value FDR

1 2 3 4

AVG

NES

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

siSA2 Isogenic

Cell

lines Tumors C: p < 0.01 C: FDR <0.2

12 GO_OLFACTORY_RECEPTOR_

ACTIVITY

�1.6 �1.6 �1.3 �1.3 –1.45 C C C

13 GO_CHROMATIN_REMODELING �1.6 �0.9 �1.4 �1.9 –1.44 C C C C

14 MEISSNER_BRAIN_HCP_WITH_

H3_UNMETHYLATED

�1.3 �1.7 �1.4 �1.4 –1.44 C C

15 RODRIGUEZ-NUNEZ_YAP + TAZ_UP �1.2 �1.9 �1.6 �1.1 –1.44 C C C

16 CHR15Q25 �1.1 �1.4 �1.5 �1.8 –1.43 C C C

17 CHR20Q12 �1.8 �1.1 �1.4 �1.4 –1.41 C C

18 GO_G0_TO_G1_TRANSITION �1.3 �1.2 �1.5 �1.6 –1.41 C C

19 MITSIADES_RESPONSE_TO_

APLIDIN_DN

�0.8 �0.9 �2.0 �1.9 –1.41 C C C C

20 REACTOME_TRANSCRIPTIONAL_

REGULATION_BY_E2F6

�1.3 �1.2 �1.4 �1.8 –1.41 C C

see also Figure S2, Tables S2 and S3.

(1) Ewing sarcoma cell lines (A673, CHLA-10, CHLA-258, EW1, and TC71), siCT (n = 10) versus siSA2#6/8 (n = 20) at 72 h. (2) Ewing sarcoma isogenic

lines, A673WT, TC71WT (n = 6) versus A673SA2m#1, TC71SA2m#1, and TC71SA2m#2 (n = 9). (3) Panel of Ewing sarcoma cell lines, STAG2WT (n = 15) versus

STAG2mutated (n = 15). (4) Panel of Ewing sarcoma tumors, STAG2WT (n = 32) versus STAG2mutated (n = 13). NES, normalized enrichment score.

FDR, false discovery rate.
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immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) experiments

against plausible causative factors in our isogenic models. A

decreased expression of EWSR1-FLI1, which could account

for its decreased activity, was not observed in isogenic or in

knocked down cells. The opposite, a slight increase of

EWSR1-FLI1 protein expression, could be observed in TC71

STAG2 KO and A673 STAG2 KD cells (Figure 1A). Similarly,

no consistent variation of the level of H3K27ac was observed

(Figure 1A). ChIP-seq analyses of EWSR1-FLI1 and H3K27ac

also did not provide an explanation for decreased EWSR1-

FLI1 activity (Figures 2A, 2B and S3A–S3C). A slight increase

of EWSR1-FLI1 binding can be noted in TC71 KO and A673

KD cells (Figures S3B and S3C), which may possibly reflect

the increased expression of EWSR1-FLI1 mentioned above

but this cannot account for the paradoxical decreased activity

of this protein. As STAG2 is a member of the cohesin complex,

we also investigated the expression and binding patterns of

CTCF and of other subunits of the cohesin complex. None of

the expression or binding patterns were altered upon STAG2

KO, apart from a slight, possibly compensatory, increase of

STAG1 expression and binding to DNA in STAG2 KO cells (Fig-

ures 1A, 2C and S3A–S3C). As a prototypic locus, we used the

DKK2 gene, which is a well-known EWSR1-FLI1 target (Kauer

et al., 2009; Miyagawa et al., 2009; Riggi et al., 2008), which

displays EWSR1-FLI1-bound GGAA microsatellites as plau-

sible cis-regulatory enhancer elements and for which all

genomic features can be displayed in a single panel. Expres-

sion of DKK2 is strongly decreased in STAG2 KO cells and

restored in STAG2 rescued cells (Figure 2D). Figure 2E and

S3 illustrate the global conservation of CTCF, cohesin,

EWSR1-FLI1, and enhancer H3K27ac marks at the DKK2 locus

in STAG2 KO cells. Genome wide, we also noticed that
STAG1-specific- or STAG2-specific cohesin binding sites

were rare (Figures 2C and S3A–S3C) compared with recently

published data (Kojic et al., 2018; Viny et al., 2019). Altogether,

protein expression and ChIP-seq profiles provide no consis-

tent explanation for the decreased EWSR1-FLI1 signature

observed in STAG2-deficient Ewing sarcoma cells.

CTCF HiChIP highlights a STAG2-dependent anchored
extrusion mechanism
We hypothesized that the loss of STAG2may alter cis-mediated

enhancer activity through changes in CTCF/cohesin loop do-

mains. Three-dimensional genome conformation results from

the sum of multiple interaction types: A-B domains and CTCF/

cohesin loops as well as promoter/enhancer or polycomb com-

plex hubs, phase-separated domains, and transcription factors

contracted loci (Hnisz et al., 2017; Hsieh et al., 2020; Krietenstein

et al., 2020; Merkenschlager and Nora, 2016; Rowley and Cor-

ces, 2018; Stadhouders et al., 2019). Hi-C and Micro-C experi-

ments capture all of these different types of interaction but

only allow to infer their exact origin based on concomitant

ChIP-seq data. Importantly, STAG2 has been reported to bridge

CTCF and RAD21 (one of the three core subunits of the cohesin

ring) through direct protein-protein interactions (Xiao et al., 2011;

Zhang et al., 2013; Li et al., 2020). Aiming at specifically investi-

gating CTCF/cohesin interactions, we performed CTCF HiChIP

(Mumbach et al., 2016) and generated for all isogenic models a

high coverage, 5 kb resolution interaction map using HiC-Pro

(Servant et al., 2015) (Table S4). At low (250 kb bins) resolution,

no obvious change of the global ‘‘plaid’’ pattern was observed

between the different isogenic cells (Figure S4A). At high resolu-

tion (5 kb bins), the size and positions of the loop domains were

mostly unaffected (Figure S4B). However, a striking difference
Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021 5
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Figure 2. Binding pattern at H3K27ac, EWSR1-FLI1, CTCF, and cohesin sites is mostly unaffected upon STAG2 KO

(A–C) Heatmap representation of ChIP-seq data in STAG2WTor KO A673 cells for (A) H3K27ac, ranked by ROSE algorithm at super-enhancer (SE) and enhancer

(E) sites (B) EWSR1-FLI1, ranked by peak intensity at GGAA microsatellite (msat) and non-msat sites, and (C) CTCF/cohesin members, ranked by STAG2 peak

intensity. Read density is displayed within a 20 kb (H3K27ac) or 4 kb (other marks) window around the peak center, and color scale intensities are shown in

normalized coverage (the scale is shown on the bottom of each panel). Presence (black) or absence (gray) of CTCF peaks is indicated on the left.

(D) Dot plot for DKK2 expression (n = 3) for each model.

(E) ChIP-seq binding profiles at the DKK2 locus for CTCF, EWSR1-FLI1, cohesin members, H3K27ac, and H3K4me3 histone marks in STAG2 WT or KO A673

cells. Numbers of consecutive GGAA repetitions are shown in gray. Promoter-enhancer H3K27ac HiChIP-inferred chain at the DKK2 locus is shown.

See also Figure S3.
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could be observed throughout the genome at ‘‘stripes’’ that

reveal high interaction frequencies between a single CTCF locus

and contiguous loci (Figures 3A–3H, S4B, and S4C). Such stripes

have recently been reported to occur at particular loci with su-

per-enhancer (SE) features and have also been predicted by

computer simulations (Fudenberg et al., 2016; Vian et al.,

2018). They are suggested to reflect the dynamic process of

CTCF/cohesin loop domain generation whereby one cohesin

complex is arrested at a first CTCF site, whereas the second

CTCF is sliding concomitantly with chromatin (CTCF-anchored

extrusion model, Figure 3H). As shown for the prototypic DKK2

locus and at a representative broader region on chromosome
6 Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021
10, a decreased signal at such ‘‘anchored extrusion stripes’’

was observed in STAG2 KO cells (Figures 3B, S4B, and S4C)

as compared with STAG2 WT or rescued cells (Figures 3A, 3C,

S4B, and S4C). CTCF HiChIP experiments were also conducted

at 72 h after transfection with two different siRNAs (siSA#6 and

siSA#8) in A673 cells and confirmed the stripe reduction (Figures

3D–3F and S4B). To further investigate this observation in a

cellular context where only STAG2 is expressed, we also gener-

ated Ewing cells with a KO of STAG1, the paralog of STAG2 (Fig-

ure 1A). In contrast to STAG2 KO cells, stripes were even more

intense in STAG1 KO cells compared with WT (Figures 3G

and S4B).
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Figure 3. High-resolution CTCF HiChIP data at the DKK2 locus
(A–G) (A) STAG2WT (n = 5), (B) STAG2 KO (n = 5), (C) STAG2 rescued (n = 3), (D) STAG2 KD cells 72 h after siRNA transfection with siCT (n = 2), (E) siSA2#6 (n = 2),

(F) siSA2#8 (n = 2), and (G) STAG1 KO (n = 2) A673 cells. Each panel is scaled to total CTCFHiChIP valid pairs at a 5 kb/bin resolution. CTCF ChIP-seq profiles are

shown above each Juicebox print screens HiChIP data. Dashed boxes highlight the region with the first CTCF loop-associated stripe.

(H) Scheme illustrating the process of loop extrusion: (1) upon cohesin loading on chromatin, extrusion can occur possibly in any direction allowing ultimately

interactions between CTCF and cohesin. (2) In this model, chromatin is then anchored by the CTCF/cohesin complex at the left CTCF site and extrusion allows for

the formation of (3) an intermediate and (4) a fully extruded loop. On the right, schemes illustrating CTCF HiChIP data with loop initiation from the left CTCF/

cohesin site, resulting in an X stripe pattern. (40) An extrusion process anchored at the right CTCF/cohesin site results in a Y stripe pattern.

See also Figure S4, Table S4.
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Genome-wide loop detection highlights the role of
STAG2 in the anchored extrusion process
To quantify and expand these observations at the genome-wide

level, we developed an algorithm (Tweed) for the detection of

stripes and the resulting loop domains in simple or interlaced
loop regions (Figures 4A and S5A–S5H; STAR methods). The

vast majority of detected stripes were flanked by convergent

CTCF sites (Figure S5E) and were intensely decorated by cohe-

sin members therefore demonstrating efficient identification of

loop domains (Figures S5F and S5G). Because loop formation
Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021 7
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B Figure 4. Genome-wide loop detection

highlights the role of STAG2 in the anchored

extrusion process

(A) Loop domains prediction at the DKK2 locus in

A673 WT CTCF HiChIP data.

(B) Density distribution of X and Y stripes for each

loop across the genome according to Tweed

prediction in CTCF HiChIP data from A673 and

TC71 STAG2 WT cells. Top scheme: most loops

present a symmetric distribution centered on zero,

indicating a 50%X stripe- and 50%Y stripe-based

anchorage. Unbalanced CTCF/cohesin signal at

one of the two anchorage sites results in asym-

metric stripe patterns.

(C) Global analysis for the presence of one, two,

three, or four cohesin peak(s) associated with

CTCF peaks in Tweed-detected loop domains

presenting predominant X or Y stripes (anchored

at either left or right CTCF sites) in A673 (n = 5) and

TC71 (n = 2) cells.

(D) Boxplots of X or Y stripe ratios in CTCF Hi-

ChIP data between A673siCT and STAG2 KD

(A673siSA2#6, A673siSA2#8) at 72 h, STAG1/2 KO

models (A673SA1m#1, A673SA2m#1, TC71SA2m#2),

and parental WT (A673, TC71) or STAG2 rescued

(A673SA2r) cells: A673 n = 18,774; TC71 n =

14,263. Right scheme: positive- and negative-

ratio values indicate a gain or a loss of stripes,

respectively, Two-tailed paired t test on normal-

ized coverage (log10) between parental/siCT and

KO/KD or STAG2 KO and rescued models are all

highly significant (p < 2.2 3 10�16). Boxes represent the central 50% of data points (interquartile range). Upper and lower whiskers represent the largest and

smallest observed values within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the ends of the box.

See also Figures S5 and S6, Table S4.
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in the anchored extrusion model can emerge from either left or

right CTCF boundaries, we hereafter also distinguish X and Y

stripes (Figures 3H, S5H, S6A, and S6B). Three major findings

could thus be highlighted: first, 18,774 (A673WT) and 14,263

(TC71WT) loops were detected throughout the genome (Figures

S6C–S6E). Here, these loops are detected through stripe struc-

tures and not through corner peak dots as usually reported in Hi-

C contact maps data. These results are, however, consistent

with numbers previously reported in mammalian genomes,

thus indicating that anchored extrusion probably represents a

general mechanism of loop formation (Figure 3H). Second,

most loops showed equivalent X and Y stripe intensities, indi-

cating an extrusion process with balanced anchorage at either

CTCF loop boundary (Figure 4B). In the few loops presenting

skewed X or Y stripe patterns, the anchored CTCF boundary

was predominantly decorated by cohesin members (Figures

4C, S6A, and S6B). Third, and most importantly, anchored

loop extrusions were strongly reduced, genome wide, in

STAG2 KO cells and significantly reverted upon STAG2 restora-

tion (Figures 4D and S6E). In contrast, these stripes were

strongly reinforced in STAG1 KO as compared with parental

WT cells (Figure 4D). In STAG2 KO cells, only very few stripes

demonstrated increased signals (Figures 4D and S6E). More-

over, outlier stripes were not consistent between the different

STAG2 KO models. Similarly, only outlier and non-consistent

stripes demonstrated decreased signal in STAG1 KO cells (Fig-

ure 4D and S6E). Decreased stripes were also readily observed

in STAG2 knocked down cells as compared with cells trans-
8 Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021
fected with a control siRNA (Figures 3D–3F and 4D). Altogether,

these experiments indicated that STAG2 LOF impacts the loop

extrusion process genome wide and that this phenotype is an

early, likely direct consequence of the inactivation of STAG2.

STAG2-dependent anchorage is associated with
decreased cis-promoter-enhancer interactions
within loops
Abundant evidence shows that CTCF/cohesin chromatin loops

are preferential structures allowing for promoter-enhancer inter-

actions (Dixon et al., 2012; Dowen et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2015;

Hnisz et al., 2016; Lupiáñez et al., 2015; Narendra et al., 2015;

Phillips-Cremins et al., 2013; Rao et al., 2014; Splinter et al.,

2006; Tang et al., 2015; Vian et al., 2018; Weintraub et al.,

2017). In particular, recent data indicate that loop extrusion

dynamically juxtaposes elements necessary for antibody class

switching in B cells (Zhang et al., 2019). We therefore speculated

thatSTAG2 LOF could impair cis-gene activation. To explore this

mechanism, we performed H3K27ac HiChIP in STAG2-profi-

cient and -deficient cells. At the prototypical DKK2 locus, we

observed a global loss of interactions in STAG2 KO cells that

was reverted upon STAG2 re-expression (Figure S7A). Similarly,

other classical EWSR1-FLI1 target genes displayed loss of inter-

action patterns (Figure S7B). To extend our findings genome

wide, we developed a bioinformatic pipeline to detect pro-

moter-enhancer and enhancer-enhancer interaction chains.

Starting from 5 kb bins overlapping H3K4me3 promoter peaks,

the strongest H3K27ac HiChIP chain interactions were reported
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until the 20th interaction sites. To validate that this H3K27ac

interaction-based, gene expression agnostic, approach accu-

rately identifies regulatory regions, we isolated all genes that

include an EWSR1-FLI1-bound GGAA microsatellite sequence

within their regulatory chain. A total of 2,331 and 1,625 genes

were retrieved in A673 and TC71, respectively (Table S5). Func-

tional analysis of this set of genes confirmed a very significant

enrichment in EWSR1-FLI1 upregulated genes (Table S6). We

then investigated whether promoter-enhancer interactions

were modified in STAG2 KO cells. H3K27ac ChIP-seq signal at

enhancers in these chains remained mostly unaffected upon

STAG2 KO or STAG2 rescued cells (Figures 5A and 5B), empha-

sizing our first observation that H3K27ac signal is largely

conserved upon STAG2 LOF (Figures 1A, 2A, and S3A–S3C).

In contrast, H3K27ac HiChIP demonstrated a genome-wide

global loss of interactions within these chains in STAG2 KO cells

(Figures 5C and 5D). These interactions were significantly

restored in STAG2 rescued isogenic cells (Figure 5C). Both

loss and restoration effects were similar at EWSR1-FLI1-bound

and -unbound enhancers (Figures S8A–S8D). Since SEs consist

of clusters of enhancers (Hnisz et al., 2013; Whyte et al., 2013),

we also investigated the impact of STAG2 LOF at these loci

and observed a strong reduction of intra-SE H3K27ac interac-

tions that was rescued in STAG2 rescued cells (Figure 5E). We

then studied the relationship between chromatin loops and

loss of H3K27ac promoter-enhancer interactions. We plotted

the density of interactions depending upon the distance between

cis-interacting pairs on the genome (Figure 5F). Patterns of CTCF

and of H3K27ac interactions were highly similar in both STAG2

WT and KO conditions (Figure 5F) with a noticeable decrease

of interaction read frequency in a window comprised between

20 and around 500 kb inSTAG2KO cells (Figure 5F zoom), which

was reverted upon STAG2 re-expression. Quite strikingly, this

distance corresponds to the size of most chromatin loops (Fig-

ure 5F). Although correlative, these data therefore strongly sug-

gest that altered loop extrusion as a result of STAG2 LOF impairs

efficient formation of promoter-enhancer interactions.

EWSR1-FLI1-induced genes are particularly impacted
by loosened cis-regulatory interactions
We next wondered why loosened chromatin interactions that

occur genomewidewithin loop-congruent distancesmay particu-

larly impact EWSR1-FLI1-induced genes. Previous publications

have shown that EWSR1-FLI1 binding occurs predominantly at

enhancers and is particularly enriched at SE (Baldauf et al., 2018;

Boulay et al., 2018; Kennedy et al., 2015; Riggi et al., 2014; Shef-

field et al., 2017; Tomazou et al., 2015). In particular, EWSR1-

FLI1 transforms otherwise quiescent GGAA microsatellites into

active ‘‘neo-enhancers.’’ We therefore concentrated our analyses

on such sequences. EWSR1-FLI1-boundGGAAmicrosatellite se-

quences, similarly to other types of enhancers, SEs and

transcription start site (TSS) of expressed genes were predomi-

nantly located within chromatin loops (Figures 6A and 6B). In

STAG2 WT cells, the number of interaction pairs at EWSR1-

FLI1-bound enhancers, whether GGAA microsatellites or single

ETS sites, was significantly higher than at other enhancer sites in

both A673 and TC71 cells (Figures 6C and 6D). We next investi-

gated the degree of loosened interactions at genes regulated by

STAG2 LOF and noted that, while a decrease of interactions in
STAG2 KO cells was observed for all genes, it was significantly

greater for downregulatedgenes than for un-orupregulatedgenes

inA673andTC71cells (Figures 6Eand 6F). In addition, genes con-

taining anEWSR1-FLI1-boundGGAAmicrosatellite in their regula-

tory chain were more frequently downregulated by STAG2 LOF

compared with other genes (chi-square, p = 1.4 3 10�5 in A673

cells, p = 2.2 3 10�16 in TC71 cells). Altogether these data show

that, although the impact ofSTAG2LOFonpromoter-enhancer in-

teractions is genome wide, EWSR1-FLI1-activated genes, and

particularly those regulated by microsatellite sequences, are pre-

dominantly impacted likely due to the abundance of interactions

at these sequences.

STAG2 mutation promotes migration and invasive
properties of Ewing cancer cells
Previous reports have indicated that, in addition to decreased pro-

liferation, the KD of EWSR1-FLI1 in Ewing cells partly reverts the

phenotype of Ewing cells into that of mesenchymal stem cells,

the likely cell-of-origin (Tirode et al., 2007) with morphological

changes, such as cell flattening, increased cell matrix adhesion,

and increased migration ability (Chaturvedi et al., 2012; Franzetti

et al., 2017; Pedersen et al., 2016). Asmentioned above, prolifera-

tion rate of STAG2 KO cells was not obviously and consistently

altered and was highly similar to that of parental cells (Figures

S1A–S1D). This is consistent with the observation that IC-EWS,

which is mostly devoid of cell-cycle genes, is ranked first

compared with other EWSR1-FLI1 activation signatures that do

include such cell-cycle genes (Tables 1 and S2). An increase of

paxillin-associated stress fiber adhesion foci was observed in

the A673-derived clone, with STAG2 rescue (Figures 7A and 7B).

Using soft agar assay, clonogenicity of A673SA2m#1 cells was

increasedascomparedwithA673WTandA673SA2r cells.However,

this was not observed in TC71 isogenic models (Figure S1D). A

morestrikingeffectwasobservedonmigration.Woundhealingas-

says documented a strongly decreased healing time in theSTAG2

KO A673 clone as compared with parental cells (Figures 7C and

7D), but could not be conducted in TC71 cells due to massive

detachment of the plate at confluency of parental and isogenic

TC71 cells. As the wound healing phenotype was poorly rescued

in A673SA2r (Figure 7D), we decided to investigate other Ewing

cell lines. We first observed that STAG2 KD in A673 cells with

two different siRNAs fully reproduced the increased migration

observed in the STAG2 KO clone (Figure 7E). This early impact

on wound healing was further observed using the CHLA-258 Ew-

ing sarcoma cell line (Figure 7F). We also took advantage of a

recently engineered human MSC-derived cell line that presents a

CRISPR-Cas9-induced t(11;22) translocation leading to an

EWSR1-FLI1 fusion and a deletion of STAG2 (A.S., unpublished

data). This cell line was further engineered to express a DOX-

inducible STAG2 transgene. Induction of STAG2 expression led

to decreasedmigration that was not observed in control cells (Fig-

ures 7G and 7H). We also explored the invasion ability of STAG2

WT and LOF cells using the transwell assay. Again, the fact that

STAG2 KO or short-term STAG2 knocked down A673 cells

demonstrated increased invasion with rescue in A673SA2r cells

(Figures 7I–7K). Similarly, CHLA-258 cells showed increased inva-

sion with two different siRNAs (Figure 7L). In addition, collagen-

embedded aggregates of A673SA2m#1 cells generated anisotropic

elongated 3D structures (Figure 7M) and displayed (collective)
Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021 9
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Figure 5. STAG2 mutation is globally associated with decreased cis-promoter-enhancer and enhancer-enhancer interactions within loops

(A–D) Color-coded boxplots of comparative analysis of (A–B) H3K27ac ChIP-seq peak intensities and (C–D) H3K27ac HiChIP interactions along promoter-

enhancer chains between STAG2WT and KO as well as between STAG2 KO and rescued cells. p values: two-tailedWilcoxon test. P (promoter) and E (enhancer)

positions in the chain are shown for ranks 1 to 5.

(E) Color-coded boxplots of comparative analysis of intra super-enhancer interactions in H3K27ac HiChIP data between STAG2 WT and KO or rescued cells. p

values: two-tailed t test. (A–E) Boxes represent the central 50% of data points (interquartile range). Upper and lower whiskers represent the largest and smallest

observed values within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the ends of the box. The n value for each condition is indicated.

(F) Top, curve of cumulative percentage of loop presence upon genomic distance (log10 scale) in A673 and TC71 (STAG2 WT). Loop size threshold: 75% of

cumulative loops corresponding to 595 kb for A673 (red line) and 340 kb (green line) for TC71. Numbers of loop andmedian loop size for each cell line is indicated.

Bottom, percentage of cis-interaction read pairs upon genomic distance between STAG2WT, KO, and rescued conditions in CTCF and H3K27ac HiChIP data. A

threshold of 20 kb used for H3K27ac chain detection is displayed (blue dashed line). Right, zoom in CTCF and H3K27ac HiChIP plots flanking lower and top

thresholds (highlighted in gray).

See also Figures S7 and S8, Tables S4, S5, and S6.
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Figure 6. STAG2-induced genes and EWSR1-FLI1 bound elements are highly dependent on cis-regulatory interactions

(A and B) Percentage of depicted categories inside loops in (A) A673 and (B) TC71 (STAG2WT). Chi-square test between observed and expected percentage was

performed for each category. All adjusted p values (Bonferroni) were significant.

(C and D) Normalized numbers of H3K27ac HiChIP interactions at EWSR1-FLI1 (microsatellite, msat, or single GGAA ETS sites) bound or unbound enhancers in

(C) A673 and (D) TC71 (STAG2 WT). p values: two-tailed paired Wilcoxon test.

(E and F) Log2 fold change (FC) normalized H3K27ac HiChIP interaction ratio between promoter and first enhancer for down-, un-, or upregulated genes upon

STAG2 KO in (E) A673 and (F) TC71 (STAG2 WT). Boxes represent the central 50% of data points (interquartile range). Upper and lower whiskers represent the

largest and smallest observed values within 1.5 times the interquartile range from the ends of the box. p values: two-tailed t test.
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migration prone properties at one leading edge of these structures

(Figures 7Mand 7N; VideosS1andS2). These propertieswere not

observed in A673WT and A673SA2r cells, which displayed classical

spherical 3D structures. Based on the migratory properties of

EWSR1-FLI1low (Chaturvedi et al., 2012; Franzetti et al., 2017)

and STAG2 LOF cells (this work), we questioned whether the

STAG2 LOF migratory effect was dependent or independent of

thedecreasedEWSR1-FLI1activity.We therefore asked if overex-

pression of EWSR1-FLI1 in STAG2 KO cells may counteract their

migratory properties. Strikingly, A673SA2m#1 cells transduced

with an EWSR1-FLI1 expression lentiviral vector displayed a

drastic reduction of their wound invasion properties as compared

with empty control transduced cells (Figure 7O). This demon-

strates that theSTAG2LOF-inducedmigratory effect isdependent

on EWSR1-FLI1 activity. Finally, using a signature of 39 genes

decreased in A673 and TC71 STAG2 LOF cells and displaying

EWSR1-FLI1-bound microsatellite sequences in their promoter-

enhancer chains, we show that a lower expression of these genes

is associated with adverse prognosis and with the presence of

metastasis (Figures S8E–S8G). This provides additional evidence

that STAG2 LOF is associated with metastasis in Ewing sarcoma

and that this effect is mediated, at least in part, by EWSR1-FLI1.

Altogether, these data show that Ewing cells with STAG2 LOF

recapitulate certain phenotypic characteristics of EWSR1-FLI1low

cells and particularly their migration phenotype. Importantly, KD

experiments indicate that this phenotype is an early consequence

of STAG2 LOF.

DISCUSSION

The hypothesis that cohesin dynamically extrudes DNA loops in

an ATP-dependent manner has recently been demonstrated

in vitro (Davidson et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2019). The detection of

architectural stripes, by Hi-C (Fudenberg et al., 2016; Vian et al.,
2018), by Micro-C (Hsieh et al., 2020; Krietenstein et al., 2020),

or by enriching of the DNA fragments associated with CTCF

(this work) strongly supports the hypothesis that such a dynamic

process takes place in vivo in the context of chromatin and that

these stripes, frequently referred to as extrusion stripes or extru-

sion-associated stripes, constitute direct hints of this process.

One process of loop extrusion may rely on an initial anchoring of

DNA on one of the CTCF loop-flanking site and then progression

of the loop by the sliding of DNA until it reaches a conversely ori-

ented CTCF site, as indicated in the model shown in Figure 3H.

Our comprehensive analysis confirms that these stripes delineate

loops flanked by CTCF sites in convergent orientations. It further

indicates that most loops can initiate from both flanking sides.

However, in a minority of cases, loops preferentially start from

one of the flanking CTCF. In these cases, the loop initiator

CTCF site is much more intensely bound by core cohesin mem-

bers, suggesting that the presence of these core members is

necessary for the initiation of the loop extrusion process, a result

which is fully consistent with the in vitro data of Davidson and col-

leagues. Interestingly, the ratio of stripes (reflecting the extrusion

process) versus corner peaks (corresponding to fully extruded

loops) is highly heterogeneous across the genome, suggesting

a broad variability in the dynamics of loop extrusion.

Our data show that STAG2 and STAG1 demonstrate strikingly

different roles in this CTCF-anchored loop extrusionmechanism.

Whereas cells expressing only STAG1 exhibit a strongly

decreased intensity of stripes, cells expressing only STAG2

demonstrate dramatically increased intensity of these stripes.

This strongly suggests that STAG2 enhances the anchored

loop extrusion process, while STAG1 is much less efficient in

this mechanism, one hypothesis being that STAG1may promote

other types of extrusionmechanisms. While this mechanismwas

not investigated here, recent papers also indicate that STAG1

and STAG2 have specific roles in genome organization (Arruda
Cancer Cell 39, 1–17, June 14, 2021 11
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et al., 2020; Casa et al., 2020). Altogether, our data are consistent

with STAG1 and STAG2 having distinct but complementary

functions in the topological shaping of the genome which may

account for their synthetic lethality (Benedetti et al., 2017; van

der Lelij et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2018). STAG1 and STAG2 expres-

sion levels across various cancers and normal tissues are quite

heterogeneous (Romero-Pérez et al., 2019). It can therefore be

anticipated that the ratio between STAG1 and STAG2 at loop

boundaries may allow for the relaxation or stabilization of this

anchorage and consequently fine-tunes the level of enhancer

activation within the chromatin loop. In line with the above hy-

pothesis, the increased STAG1/STAG2 ratio in the A673SA2r as

compared with A673 parental cells may account for the highly

significant but partial rescues of the transcriptional, stripe, and

enhancer interaction profiles observed in this study. Other can-

cers, such as urothelial carcinoma, glioblastoma, or myeloid leu-

kemia display frequent mutations of STAG2 (Romero-Pérez

et al., 2019). Interestingly, applying our Tweed algorithm to

recently published CTCF HiChIP data (GSE111537) in STAG2

WT and KO acute myeloid leukaemia cell models (Smith et al.,

2020) also showed a significant decrease of stripe pattern in

STAG2 LOF cells (p < 2.2 3 10�16). This thus indicates that

altered chromatin extrusion upon STAG2 LOF is not limited to

Ewing sarcoma and is also observed in other malignancies.

The folding of DNA into chromatin loops is a critical determinant

of the function of the genome and particularly of gene regulation.

Vian et al. (2018) recently reported that 79% of stripe domains

were associated with active enhancers. We confirm this observa-

tion and further show that EWSR1-FLI1-bound microsatellites,

which act as neo-enhancers in Ewing sarcoma, are also strongly

enriched in such domains. In Ewing cells and in agreement with

these observations, the loss of extrusion stripes caused by

STAG2 LOF is associated with important changes in the gene

expression pattern, particularly on EWSR1-FLI1-regulated genes.

This is not associatedwith impairedaccess toDNAof transcription

factors or histone modifying enzymes in STAG2 KO cells. In

contrast, we observed a dramatic decrease of H3K27ac interac-

tions which is predominantly observed within a distance range

that corresponds to loop size. Mapping H3K27ac chain interac-

tions from promoter sites enables definition of putative regulatory

chains and further identifies those containing EWSR1-FLI1-bound
Figure 7. STAG2 mutation promotes cell migration

(A and B) (A) Immunofluorescence with phalloidin (red), paxillin (green), andmerge

focal adhesion loci (FA) per cell in A673, A673SA2m#1, and A673SA2r. p value: two-ta

Upper and lower whiskers represent the largest and smallest observed values w

(C) Representative wound healing assay picture at initial and 24 h time points fo

(D–H) Quantification of wound surface (cell free) along the assay for: (D) A673, A67

or siSA2#6 and siSA2#8, (G) STAG2, or (H) empty vector control-inducible EWIm

mutation) in the presence or absence of doxycycline to induce STAG2 expressio

(I) Macroscopic andmagnified picture (103) of a representativemembrane from a

(J–L) Boxplots of cells per field in A673, A673SA2m#1, and A673SA2r cells at 48 h in a

(L) CHLA-258 cells upon siCT, siSA2#6, and siSA2#8 transfection for 48 h and pla

represent the central 50% of data points (interquartile range). Upper and lower w

interquartile range from the ends of the box.

(M and N) Invasion assay. (M) Representative pictures at the indicated time after c

spheroids generated with A673, A673SA2m#1, and A673SA2r cells. Mean ± SD.

(O) Left, quantification of wound surface along the assay for A673, A673SA2m#1, a

(pCDH1-EF1, green) cells. Mean ± SD, p value: two-tailed t test. *p < 0.05, rig

actin (b-act).

See also Figure S8, Videos S1 and S2.
GGAAmicrosatellitesashighlyspecific forEWSR1-FLI1-regulated

genes.Our agnostic regulatory chain analysis nowenables amore

direct identification of genes regulated by EWSR1-FLI1 binding on

GGAA microsatellites. The latter sequences are enriched in

H3K27ac levels as compared with other enhancers, which may

explain why they are particularly sensitive toSTAG2 LOF. Interest-

ingly, recent studies inmouse embryos indicates thatSTAG2 LOF

alters transcription of particular tissue-specific genes (De Koninck

et al., 2020). Another publication identifies a specific STAG2-

RUNX2 interplay in gene regulation in hematopoiesis (Ochi et al.,

2020). Together with our observations in Ewing cells, this strongly

supports the hypothesis that the decreased enhancer interactions

genome-wide associatedwithSTAG2LOFhavecell-type-specific

consequences depending upon which master transcription fac-

tors are active in these cells.

Ewing cells demonstrate plasticity between EWSR1-FLI1high

and EWSR1-FLI1low states and latter cells are a plausible cause

of metastasis (Aynaud et al., 2020; Franzetti et al., 2017). Varia-

tions of transcript or protein levels are not the only mechanisms

to account for heterogeneous EWSR1-FLI1 activity. Indeed,

Wnt/beta-catenin activity was reported to account for metastasis

in Ewing tumors through antagonizing EWSR1-FLI1 activity (Ped-

ersen et al., 2016). A similar observation has been made for the

YAP/TAZ signaling pathway (Katschnig et al., 2017; Rodrı́guez-

Núñez et al., 2020). Altogether these data indicate that EWSR1-

FLI1 activity can vary dynamically, with medium- to high-activity

cells being highly proliferative, whereas low activity cells have

more limitedproliferative ability but have increasedmesenchymal

properties, including propensity to migrate and invade. Our data

show that STAG2 LOF constitutes an alternative mechanism to

moderate EWSR1-FLI1 activity and hence potentially increase

the invasive and metastatic potential of Ewing cells. Our data

also strongly support the hypothesis that STAG2 LOF effects on

migration and invasion are dependent upon a lower activity of

EWSR1-FLI1. Indeed, we show not only that these effects can

be reverted by increasing EWSR1-FLI1 expression but that a

signature, containing the subset of genes downregulated in

STAG2 KO cells and containing microsatellite EWSR1-FLI1 bind-

ing sites in their regulatory chains, is of strong prognostic signifi-

cance in Ewing sarcoma.STAG2 LOFmay hence induce a shift of

thespectrumofEWSR1-FLI1activity, increasing theproportionof
d pictures in A673 and A673SA2m#1 cells, and (B) boxplots of paxillin-associated

iled t test. Boxes represent the central 50% of data points (interquartile range).

ithin 1.5 times the interquartile range from the ends of the box.

r A673 and A673SA2m#1 cells, computed migration front line is shown (yellow).

3SA2m#1, and A673SA2r cells, (E) A673, (F) CHLA-258-transfected cells with siCT

a1 cells (MSCs engineered to present EWSR1-FLI1 translocation and STAG2

n. Mean ± SD, *p < 0.05: two-tailed t test.

Boyden chambermigration assaywith A673 (n = 3) and A673SA2m#1 (n = 3) cells.

Boyden chamber migration assay (J). Boxplots of cells per field in (K) A673 and

ted 24 h in a Boyden chamber migration assay. p value: two-tailed t test. Boxes

hiskers represent the largest and smallest observed values within 1.5 times the

ollagen embedding and (N) eccentricity and area measurements across time of

nd A673SA2m#1 transduced with either empty (pCDH1, yellow) or EWSR1-FLI1

ht, a representative western blot for EWSR1-FLI1 (EF1), STAG2, and beta-
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cellswitha lowactivity, yet keeping theappropriatewindowof ac-

tivity for proliferation.STAG2LOFEwingcellsmight thuscombine

aggressive features of EWSR1-FLI1�high and EWSR1-FLI1�low

cells. Although our data highlight a critical role of STAG2 LOF in

moderating EWSR1-FLI1 activity, it is likely that this alteration

may also contribute additional oncogenic functions. In that

respect, it is noteworthy that a YAP/TAZ gene set significantly

shows up in STAG2 LOF upregulated genes, suggesting that

YAP/TAZactivitymayalso contribute to lowerEWSR1-FLI1 activ-

ity.DKK2 and otherWNT antagonists (KREMEN1, FRZB) and ag-

onists (LRP5, FZD8) are, respectively, down- and upregulated

upon STAG2 LOF in most datasets, indicating that Wnt signaling

activation may also possibly contribute to cell migration. Other

transcription factors (MYC, NF-kB) or signaling pathways (EMT

transition, TGF-b, and EGF) are impacted upon STAG2 LOF and

further studies will be needed to precisely investigate their poten-

tial role in STAG2 LOF-associated oncogenesis.

In conclusion, this study shows that STAG2 promotes a dy-

namic anchored loop extrusion process which likely favors the

establishment of cis interactions between promoters and en-

hancers, hence unraveling a fundamental role of STAG2 in

gene regulation. In Ewing sarcoma, this process enhances the

oncogenic role of EWSR1-FLI1 by the paradoxical moderation

of its transcriptional activity.
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iDeal ChIP-seq kit for for histones Diagenode C01010171

TruSeq ChIP library preparation kit Illumina IP-202-1012

Deposited data

Ewing sarcoma RNAseq, ChiP-Seq,

HiChIP, Affymetrix arrays

This paper GSE133228

Ewing sarcoma transcriptome Tirode et al., 2014 EGAS00001003333

Ewing sarcoma Affymetrix arrays Postel-Vinay et al., 2012 GSE34620

Experimental models: cell lines

A673 ATCC ATCC CRL-1598

BOU Institut Curie N/A

CHLA-10 COG Repository N/A

CHLA-258 COG Repository N/A

COH Institut Curie N/A

EW1 IARC N/A

EW16 IARC N/A

EW22 Institut Curie N/A

EW3 IARC N/A

EW7 IARC N/A

EWIma1SA2 A.S., unpublished data N/A

EWIma1Empty A.S., unpublished data N/A

MHH-ES1 DSMZ N/A

MIC Institut Curie N/A

ORS Institut Curie N/A

POE Institut Curie N/A

RM82 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

SK-ES-1 ATCC N/A

SK-N-MC ATCC N/A

STA-ET-1 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

STA-ET-11 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

STA-ET-2.1 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

STA-ET-2.2 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

STA-ET-7.1 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

STA-ET-7.2 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

STA-ET-7.3 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

STA-ET-8.1 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

TC-252 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

TC-71 DSMZ ACC 516

VH64 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

WE-68 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

WE-M2-68 Kovar et al., 1997 N/A

Oligonucleotides

sgRNA primer SA1m#1: forward, 50-ACA
CCGATGTGCCGAGTACACCAAGG-30

This paper N/A

sgRNA primer SA1m#1: reverse, 50-AAA
ACCTTGGTGTACTCGGCACATCG-30

This paper N/A

sgRNA primer SA2m#1: forward, 50-ACA
CCGCGACATACAAGCACCCTGGCG-30

This paper N/A

sgRNA primer SA2m#1: reverse, 50-AAA
ACGCCAGGGTGCTTGTATGTCGCG-30

This paper N/A

sgRNA primer SA2m#2: forward, 50-ACA
CCGATTTCGACATACAAGCACCCG-30

This paper N/A

sgRNA primer SA2m#2: reverse, 50-AAA
ACGGGTGCTTGTATGTCGAAATCG-30

This paper N/A

sgRNA primer SA2r: forward, 50-ACA
CCGTTTCGACATACAAGCACCCTG-30

This paper N/A

sgRNA primer SA2r: reverse, 50-AAA
ACAGGGTGCTTGTATGTCGAAACG-30

This paper N/A

oligonucleotide template SA2t: 50- ctT
CTTACAGGATTGTCTGACTCACAAGT

CAGAGCATTTCGACATACAAGCACG

CTAGCAGGTCGGTATTTAGAAATA

TTTTCTGCATAttg -30, nucleotides with

phosphorotioate modification are shown in

lower case

This paper N/A

All stars negative Control siRNA (proprietary

target sequence, not disclosed)

Qiagen 1027281

siRNA targeting EWSR1-FLI1 fusion (Type

1) (DNA template provided for ordering)

50-AAGGCAGCAGAACCCTTCTTA-3

Prieur et al., 2004 N/A

siRNA targeting EWSR1-FLI1 fusion (Type

2)50- GGCAGCAGAGUUCACUGCUd

CdG-3

This paper N/A

ON-TARGETplus Non-targeting Control

siRNA #1 (proprietary target sequence, not

disclosed)

Dharmacon D-001810-01-50

siRNA targeting STAG2 (siSA2#6)

50-GUAGAUGAUUGGAUAGAAU-3’

Dharmacon ON-Targert J021351-06

siRNA targeting STAG2 (siSA2#8)

50-CCACUGAUGUCUUACCGAA-3’

Dharmacon ON-Targert J021351-08

PCR STAG1 (for SA1m#1 CRIPSR/Cas9

validation): forward,

50-AGCATCCTCAAGGCTGTGA-30

This paper N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

PCR STAG1 (for SA1m#1 CRIPSR/Cas9

validation) : reverse,

50-TCAGTGGAAGTGAAGAAGCTCT-30

This paper N/A

PCR STAG2 (for SA2m#1, SA2m#2 and

SA2r CRIPSR/Cas9 validation): forward,

50-AGAGCTGAAGTGTTCAGAGGT-30

This paper N/A

PCR STAG2: (for SA2m#1, SA2m#2 and

SA2r CRIPSR/Cas9 validation): reverse,

50-AGGAATTCGCAGGAGGGATG-30)

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for CAV2 :forward,

5’-TCAACTCGCATCTCAAGCTG-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for CAV2 :reverse,

5’-GATTTCAAAGAGGGCATGGC-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for DKK2 :forward,

5’-CCAGTACCCGCTGCAATAA-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for DKK2 :reverse,

5’-ATGACCGTGGTTTCGATCTC-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for EGR2 :forward,

5’-TTGACCAGATGAACGGAGTG-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for EGR2 :reverse,

5’-GCCCATGTAAGTGAAGGTCTG-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for NR0B1 :forward,

5’-ATGCTGGAGTCTGAACATCAG-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for NR0B1 :reverse,

5’-TGAGTATTTGCTGAGTTCCCC-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for RPLP0 :forward,

5’-GAAACTCTGCATTCTCGCTTC-3’

Surdez et al. (2012) N/A

RT-QPCR primer for RPLP0 :reverse,

5’-GGTGTAATCCGTCTCCACAG-3’

Surdez et al. (2012) N/A

RT-QPCR primer for STAG2 :forward,

5’-TCAGTCGTAGAGATCCAGAGG-3’

This paper N/A

RT-QPCR primer for STAG2 :reverse,

5’-TCCCACATGCTATCCACAAG-3’

This paper N/A

Software and algorithms

GSEAv4.0.1 N/A

R v3.4 https://cran.r-project.org

Bio-Rad CFX Manager 3.1 software Bio-Rad N/A

bowtie 2 2.2.9 Langmead and Salzberg (2012) N/A

samtools 1.3 Li et al. (2009) N/A

MACS2 2.1.1 Zhang et al. (2008) N/A

ROSE 0.1 Whyte et al. (2013) N/A

HiC-Pro 2.10.1 Servant et al. (2015) N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact Olivier

Delattre (olivier.delattre@curie.fr).

Materials availability
Availability of the isogenic STAG1 and STAG2 models generated in this study is subjected to a Material Transfer Agreement.
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Data and code availability
All data reported in this study are available at the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under accessions: GSE133228, GSE34620 and at

the European Genome-phenome Archive (EGA) under accession: EGAS00001003333. All other data, custom code andmaterials are

available from the corresponding authors upon reasonable request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Tumor cell lines
The Ewing sarcoma A673 cell line was obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and the Ewing sarcoma TC71 cell

line was obtained from the German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures (DSMZ). EW1 cell line was obtained from Inter-

national Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), CHLA-10 andCHLA-258 cell lines were obtained fromChildhood Cancer Repository

(COG Repository). EWIma1 cells were generated in Erika Brunet laboratory by Anna Sole Ferre at Imagine Institute in Paris (A.S., un-

published data). EWIma1 STAG2 (EWIma1SA2) and empty (EWIma1Empty) tetracycline inducible model cells were generated by trans-

fecting EWIma1 cells with respectively empty pCW57-GFP-2A MCS vector (Addgene) or pCW57-GFP-2A-MCS-STAG2 vector.

Transfection was performed with the Amaxa Nucleofector I Device (Lonza) according to the manufacturer’s protocol and cells

were selected with puromycin at 1mg/mL. Cells were cultured in (A673) DMEM (GE Healthcare, SH30022.01) or (TC71 and EW1)

RPMI (GE Healthcare, SH30027.01,) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (GE Helthcare, SV30160.03). CHLA-10 and

CHLA-258 were cultured in IMDM (Gibco, 12440-53) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum and 1X Insuline-Transferrin-sele-

nium (Gibco, 41400-045). EWIma1SA2 and EWIma1Empty were cultured in Alpha-MEM (Gibco, 22561021) supplemented with 10% of

MSC qualified FBS (Gibco, 12662029), 1% L-glutamine (Gibco, 25030024) and 1% Penicillin-streptomycine (Gibco, 15140122).

When available, STR profiling proved each cell line matched with the reference profile provided by ATCC and DSMZ, respectively.

Cells were routinely tested negative for mycoplasma contamination by qPCR (VenorGeM qEP (11-9250, Minerva Biolabs).

Patient samples
Samples were stored in a tumor bank at the Institut Curie. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the Institut

Curie (Paris, France) and by the regional ethics committees (Comité de Protection de Personnes) from Kremlin Bicêtre (Project n�99-
25, June 9th 1999) and Ile-de-France I (GenEwing n� IC 2009-02).Written informed consent was obtained. Most patients were treated

according to Euro-Ewing 99 or EuroEwing 2012 protocols.

METHOD DETAILS

CRISPR/Cas9 based genome-editing
sgRNA guides were designed using Crispor tool (http://crispor.tefor.net/).

Sense and antisense primers matching sgRNA regions in STAG1 (SA1m#1: forward, 50-ACACCGATGTGCCGAGTACACCAAGG-

30; reverse, 50-AAAACCTTGGTGTACTCGGCACATCG-30),STAG2 (SA2m#1: forward, 50-ACACCGCGACATACAAGCACCCTGGCG-

30; reverse, 50-AAAACGCCAGGGTGCTTGTATGTCGCG-30 and SA2m#2: forward, 50-ACACCGATTTCGACATACAAGCACCCG-30;
reverse, 50-AAAACGGGTGCTTGTATGTCGAAATCG-30) and STAG2 mutated (SA2r: forward, 50-ACACCGTTTCGACATACAAG

CACCCTG-30; reverse, 50-AAAACAGGGTGCTTGTATGTCGAAACG-30)
Loci were annealed and cloned intoMLM3636 vector. MLM3636was a gift fromKeith Joung (Addgene plasmid # 43860; http://n2t.

net/addgene:43860; RRID:Addgene_43860). Phosphorylation and annealing was performed bymixing 1 mL of each sgRNA at 100 mM

(Eurofin), 1 mL of 10X T4 ligation buffer (B0202S, New England Biolabs), 1 mL of PNK (EK0031, Fermentas), 6 mL of water and using the

following program: 37�C for 30min; 95�C for 5min; ramp down to 25�C at 5�C/min. 2 mL of 1:200 diluted sgRNAwere cloned in 100ng

of MLM3636 with 2 mL of 10X Tango buffer (BY5, Fermentas), 1 mL of DTT (D0632, Sigma) and ATP (U120D, Promega) each at 10mM,

1 mL of BsmB1 (R05805, New England Biolabs), 0.5 mL of T4 DNA Ligase (M0202S, New England Biolabs) and 10.5 mL of water. The

cloning was performed using the following program: 6 cycles of 37�C for 5 min, 21�C for 5 min.Transformation was performed with

5 ng of DNA using Stellar� competent cells (636763, Ozyme) according to manufacturer recommendations.

Cells were transfected using Amaxa Nucleofector� (Lonza) followingmanufacturer instruction. Briefly, onemillion of cells were co-

transfected with 2 mg of MLM3636-SA1m#1 or MLM3636-SA2m#1 or MLM3636-SA2m#2 plasmid and 2 mg of pCas9_GFP plasmid

(gift from Kiran Musunuru, Addgene plasmid # 44719; http://n2t.net/addgene:44719; RRID: Addgene_44719) and 1 mg of pCDH1-

CMV-MCS-EF1-Puro plasmid (System Biosciences, CA) providing puromycin resistance in V Nucleofector �solution using T020

program. 24 hours after transfection, the cells are selected during 2 days with 0.5 mg/mL or 1 mg/mL of puromycin for TC71 and

A673 cell lines respectively. Transfected cells were then cloned and screened for knockout using Western blot to assess STAG1

and STAG2 expression. For rescue experiment, A673SA2m#1 cells were co-transfected with 2 mg of MLM3636-SA2r, 2 mg of single

stranded phosphorotioate modified oligonucleotide template (SA2t: 50- ctTCTTACAGGATTGTCTGACTCACAAGTCAGAGCATTTC

GACATACAAGCACGCTAGCAGGTCGGTATTTAGAAATATTTTCTGCATAttg -30, nucleotides with phosphorotioate modification

are shown in lower case), 2 mg of pCas9_GFP plasmid and 1 mg of pCDH1-CMV-MCS-EF1-Puro plasmid as described above and

isolated as for the other isogenic models. All isogenic models were validated using Sanger sequencing. DNA was extracted from

clones of interest using QiAamp�DNA mini kit (51304, Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR reaction was per-

formed to amplify sgRNA targeting region in STAG1 or STAG2 loci (1619-STAG1: forward, 50-CAGCATCCTCAAGGCTGTGA-30;
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reverse, 50-TCAGTGGAAGTGAAGAAGCTCT-30 and 1460-STAG2: forward, 50-AGAGCTGAAGTGTTCAGAGGT-30; reverse, 50-AG
GAATTCGCAGGAGGGATG-30) with 200 ng of DNA, 2.5 mL of 10X TP Gold (4311806, Thermo Fisher Scientific), 1.5 mL of MgCl2

25mM, 2 mL dNTP 2.5mM (U1420, Promega), 1.5 mL forward and reverse primers (10 mM) and 0.12 mL Amplitaq Gold�. PCR was

performed using the following program: 95�C for 12 min, 35 cycles of (94�C for 15 s, 57�C for 30 s and 72�C for 2 min) and 72�C
for 7 min. PCR products were purified (Nucleofast 96 PCR plate 743100.50, Macherey Nagel) and Sanger sequenced validated using

their respective forward and reverse primers.

siRNA
Cells were transfected using lipofectamine RNAiMAX (Invitrogen, ref 13778030) with siCT (ON-TARGET plus Non-targeting Control

siRNA #1, Dharmacon, ref D-001810-01-50, or All stars negative Control siRNA, ref 1027281, Qiagen), siSA2#6 (siRNA Human

STAG2, Dharmacon, ref J-021351-06-0050), siSA2#8 (siRNA Human STAG2, Dharmacon, ref J-021351-08-0050), siEWSR1-FLI1

fusion type 1 (7/6) for A673, TC71 and CHLA-10 or type 2 (7/5) for EW1 (Qiagen, custom order). For a 6 well plate, siRNA transfection

mix was prepared by adding 3ml of Lipofectamine RNAiMAX to 230ml of Opti-Mem (Thermo Fisher, ref 31985062) and combining it for

12 to 20minutes with 233 ml of Opti-Mem and siRNAmix. Thismix was then added to 1.9mL of respective cell media. All experiments

were conducted without antibiotics and scale upwhen necessary. The cells were harvested after 24, 48 or 72 hours post transfection.

Cell infection
Lentivirus was produced in HEK293T cells (from ATCC) as previously described (Surdez et al., 2012) with pCDH1 empty control or

pCDH1-EWSR1-FLI1 vectors (Guillon et al., 2009). A673SA2m#1 cells were infected with a multiplicity of infection ranging from 20 to

50. 24h post infection, cells were selected with puromycin for 2 weeks using 1 mg/ml puromycin (ant-pr-1; InvivoGen) before starting

experiments.

RNA extraction, cDNA and RT-QPCR
RNA was extracted with the RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen, ref 74134) and reverse-transcribed using the High-Capacity cDNA

Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, ref 4368814). RT-QPCRs were performed using Power SYBR Green PCR Master

Mix (Applied Biosystems, ref 4367659). Oligonucleotides were purchased from MWG Eurofins Genomics and listed in oligonucleo-

tide section of the key resources table. Reactions were run on an CFX384 Touch Real-Time PCR Detection System instrument (Bio-

Rad) and analyzed using the Bio-Rad CFX Manager 3.1 software.

Immunoblotting
Cells were trypsinized, counted, washed with ice-cold PBS and lysed in Laemmli buffer (50 mM Tris-HCL, 2.5 mM EDTA, 2.55 mM

EGTA, 2% SDS 20%, 5%Glycerol, 1% Bromophenol blue, protease inhibitor cocktail tablets and 2 mMDL-Dithiothreitol solution) at

10 million cells/ml. Protein lysates were sonicated and denatured at 95�C for 5 min and electrophorated on 4-15% Mini-PRO-

TEAN�TGXTM gels (456-1084, BIO-RAD), transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (1704159, BIO-RAD). Membranes were incu-

bated overnight at 4�C with mouse anti-STAG2 (1:1,000, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-81852), goat anti-STAG1 (1:5,000, ab4457,

Abcam), rabbit anti-H3 (1:50,000, ab1791, Abcam), mouse anti-b-Actin (1:20,000, A5316, Sigma-Aldrich), rabbit anti-FLI1 antibody

(1:1,000, ab133485, Abcam) and rabbit anti-H3K27ac (1:1,000, ab4729, Abcam). Then membranes were incubated 1h at room tem-

perature with respective anti-rabbit, anti-mouse immunoglobulin G horseradish peroxidase (HRP) coupled secondary antibody

(1:3,000, NA934 or NXA931, respectively; GEHealthcare) or anti-goat IgG-HRP (1: 10,000, SC-2354, Santa Cruz). Proteins were visu-

alized using SuperSignal� West Pico Plus (34580, Thermo Scientific) and ChemiDoc� Imaging System (BIO-RAD).

RNA-seq
RNA was extracted from independent experiments using RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen, ref 74134) according to manufacturer rec-

ommendations. RNA sequencing libraries were prepared from 1 mg of total RNA using the TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library prepara-

tion kit (Illumina, ref 20020594) following manufacturer instructions. Sequencing was carried out using 2x100 cycles (paired-end

reads 100 nucleotides) for all samples on Illumina HiSeq2500 or NovaSeq6000 instruments. Reads were aligned with STAR 2.5.3

(Dobin et al., 2013) to the human genome (GRCh37/hg19 version). We used the count matrix generated by STAR using the human

gene annotation v19 of GENCODE. DESEQ2 1.20.0 (Love et al., 2014) was used to normalize data and performed differential analysis

with theWald test. The p-value was adjusted using Benjamini-Hochberg. For differential analysis, we used an adjusted p-value < 0.01

and |log2(fold change)| > 1. We considered a gene expressed if the normalized expression is higher than 10.

Tumors and cell lines expression data
RNA-seq dataset from Ewing sarcoma patients were previously published:EGAS00001003333. Microarray data were profiled using

HG-U133-Plus2 arrays (Affymetrix) and processed as previously published (Postel-Vinay et al., 2012; Surdez et al., 2012). For Micro-

array analyses, Ewing tumors samples from: GSE34620 and from this study: GSE133228, were used. RNA-seq of this study:

GSE133228, were generated from previously described Ewing cell lines (Batra et al., 2004; Dauphinot et al., 2001; Kovar et al.,

1997; Tirode et al., 2014). STAG2 mutational status of tumors (Tirode et al., 2014) and cell lines (Brohl et al., 2014; Crompton

et al., 2014; Tirode et al., 2014) was previously determined.
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ChIP-seq
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) experiments were performed following manufacturer instructions using iDeal ChIP-seq kit for

transcription factors and for histones (Diagenode) with respectively rabbit polyclonal anti-FLI1 antibody (ab15289, Abcam), rabbit

polyclonal anti-RAD21 (ab992, Abcam), goat polyclonal anti-STAG1 (ab4457, Abcam), goat polyclonal anti-STAG2 (ab4463, Abcam),

anti-CTCF (provided in iDeal ChIP-seq kit Diagenode), rabbit polyclonal anti-SMC1 (A300-055A, Bethyl laboratories), rabbit poly-

clonal anti-H3K4me3 (C15410003, Diagenode) and rabbit polyclonal anti-H3K27ac (ab4729, Abcam). Briefly, Ewing cell lines

were fixed for 10 minutes with 1% of methanol-free formaldehyde (28908, Thermo-Scientific). Chromatin was sonicated (Bioruptor,

Diagenode) for 20 cycles (30-sec on, 30-sec off) set at position ‘‘high’’ to generate DNA fragments with an average size around 150-

300pb. For ChIP sequencing, libraries were generated using TruSeq ChIP library preparation kit (Illumina) and sequenced on Illumina

HiSeq 2500 or NovaSeq 6000 (single end, 100 bp). Reads were aligned to human reference genome (GRCh37/hg19) with bowtie2

2.2.9 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Uninformative reads (multimapped reads, duplicated reads and reads with low mapping

score) were filtered out with samtools 1.3 (Li et al., 2009). Peaks were called with MACS2 2.1.1 (Zhang et al., 2008) with the option

narrow for FLI1, CTCF and cohesin members ChIP-seq and broad for histone marks. Genomic regions containing four or more

consecutive GGAA sequences were considered as microsatellites (msat) and divided into FLI1-bound and -unbound categories.

For each cell line, ChIP-seqwere normalized according to their respective input DNA sample. TheChIP-seq signal trackswere gener-

ated by macs2 with bdgcmp option (and –m FE to compute fold enrichment between the ChIP and the control). Then, we run bed-

GraphToBigWig to convert the file to a binary format (BigWig). To identify super-enhancers, we apply ROSE 0.1 algorithm on the

H3K27ac peaks (Whyte et al., 2013). For the heatmap, the region was binned (50 bp/bin) around the reference peaks and the normal-

ized coverage was computed for each bin.

HiChIP
Several adaptations were made and are detailed below in an overview of the otherwise original protocol described by Mumbach and

colleagues (Mumbach et al., 2016). Experiments were performed as independent biological replicates. Cells were plated 2 days

before starting the experiment to reach a 90-95% confluence at the time of fixation in 1% of methanol-free formaldehyde (28908,

Thermo-Scientific) in freshly prepared respective cell culturemedia (20ml/T150 flask). Cells were fixed at room temperature for 10mi-

nutes under gentle shaking platform (50mvt/min). 2 mL of glycine solution (2M) were added and cells were incubated for 5 additional

minutes at room temperature under gentle shaking platform. The supernatant was removed and cells were washed 3 times with PBS

at room temperature. Cells were scraped vigorously with ice cold PBS supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail tablets

(11836145001, Roche), and flushed five time through a syringe with a 21 gauge needle (301155, BD Microlance). In situ contact li-

braries were performed starting from 15 million nuclei digested overnight at 37�C with Mbo1 (R0147M, New England Biolabs). After

proximity ligation (4 h at room temperature), the nuclear pellet was sonicated and the chromatin immunoprecipitation step was per-

formed using the iDeal ChIP-seq kit for transcription factors (Diagenode) according to the supplier’s recommendation with some

modification. Nuclei were resuspended in IL1b and IL2 buffer following Diagenode protocol and all centrifugations were performed

at 4�C for 5min at 1,950 RCF for these steps. The chromatin was sonicated (5million nuclei per tube) with Bioruptor pico (Diagenode)

for 10 cycles (30-sec on, 30-sec off) set at position ‘‘high’’. The tubes were pooled and the chromatin was clarified by centrifugation at

4�C for 10min at 16,000 RCF. Sonicated chromatin from 11 and 3million nuclei were used respectively for CTCF andH3K27ac immu-

noprecipitation step using the equivalent of 3 ChIP reactions pooled in one tube for each HiChIP reaction (final volume was 1050 ml/

tube). Immunoprecipitation was then carried out following Diagenode kit instructions bymultiplying all reagents by a factor 3 until end

of elution step (50ml).

Biotin capture was performed as previously described (Mumbach et al., 2016) and library for illumina sequencing were prepared

using 10 ng of chromatin and 0.5 mL of TN5 (15028211, Illumina). A first PCR in a final volume of 50ml with 5 cycles was performed

(72�C for 5 min, 98�C for 1 min, then 5 cycles at 98�C for 15 s, 63�C for 30 s, and 72�C for 1 min). To determine how many additional

PCR cycles were required for optimal library preparation, a QPCR with: 5mL of the first PCR product, 1 mL of Nextera Ad1_noMX and

Nextera Ad2.X (each at 1.25 mM), 5 ml of phusionHF 2X (M0531S, NewEngland Biolabs), 0,75 mL Evagreen� 20X (31000, Biotium) and

2,25 mL of water was runned (same program as first PCR but with 30 cycles). The optimal number of additional cycle was determined

for each library by setting a threshold just before reaching the end of exponential amplification step. The 45ml left from the first PCR

were further amplified using additional PCR cycles as determined above. Size selection was performed using Ampure XP beads

(A63881, Beckman Coulter) to capture fragments greater than 300 bp. Libraries were quantified and analyzed using Qubit dsDNA

HS Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and LabChIP (Perkin Elmer). A first validation of HiChIP experiments was performed using

150 bp paired-end sequencing on MiSeq-microV2-300-PE150 (Illumina). Deep 75 bp paired-end sequencing was then performed

on HiSeq 2500 or NovaSeq 6000 systems (Illumina).

HiC-Pro 2.10.1 (Servant et al., 2015) pipeline was used to map reads against the human genome (GRCh37/hg19 version), assign

reads to restriction fragments, remove duplicate pairs, filter out invalid interaction products and generate a 5kb interaction matrix of

valid pairs (read pairs mapping on two different restriction fragments, see Servant et al., 2015 for more details). All HiChiP data were

ultimately normalized to the number of valid cis-interactions for subsequent analyses. HiC-Pro was also used to generate ‘‘.hic’’ file

for data visualization in Juicebox software (Durand et al., 2016; Rao et al., 2014).
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Loop prediction by Tweed
To detect loops from CTCF HiChIP data, we developed a new algorithm called Tweed (Figure S5). Loops can be defined by the pres-

ence of CTCF sites at both ends, by increased signal as compared to background and by the presence of a corner peak at the inter-

section of a X and a Y stripe. First, we identified all CTCF peaks using the MACS algorithm on ChIP-seq data. All candidate stripes

starting on a CTCF site and ending on all possible CTCF sites within a limit of 2.5 Mb were then considered. We excluded from the

analysis a 75 kb (15 bins) region close to the diagonal where the signal is difficult to interpret. We then used two different approaches.

The first onewas based on the expected increased signal of stripes (enrichmentmethod). Thismethod compared the total intensity of

each candidate stripe with that of a control region defined by the 10 flanking parallel lines of identical size (the control region was

defined upstream or downstream the candidate X and Y stripes, respectively). The signal intensity of a stripe was then normalized

along its entire length. For each control regions, we also calculated the median value of the normalized intensity (10 lines). For

each stripe, we defined a control value corresponding to the median values of all control regions of equivalent size. This last step

allowed to avoid local bias and not to be too stringent in the definition of stripes. The intensity of each candidate stripe of a given

length was then compared with this value. The intersection of X and Y stripes was computed based on their coordinates. A loop

was defined when both X and Y values were > 2 or when either of the values was > 3.

The second approach (second derivative method) was based on the detection of decreased interaction intensity at the end of the

stripe (frequently defined as the corner peak). This inflection point can be detected by a negative value of the second derivative of the

function defined by the cumulative curve of interaction counts along the stripe. If the value was negative on the corner, or lower than

-10 in the +/- 1 adjacent bin to the corner, a candidate loop was predicted. Only loops predicted by both methods and with mean

intensity higher than 2 reads/bin were kept. For adjacent loops (i.e. differing only by 1 bin at their CTCF boundary sites), the loop

with the highest coverage intensity was kept. At this point, most predicted loops presented at their boundaries a strong prevalence

of cohesin members and convergent CTCF motif orientations as determined with the FIMO tool fromMEME suite (Grant et al., 2011)

using the CTCF motif (MA0139.1 from Jaspar database) (Figures S5E–S5G). Final filtering for presence of convergent CTCF motif

orientations and of at least one member of the cohesin complex at each CTCF boundary sites was therefore used for final loop se-

lection. At the end, 18,774 (A673WT) and 14,263 (TC71WT) loops were detected by our Tweed algorithm. Final loops were classified

in two categories: balanced intensity of X and Y stripes or asymmetric stripes with predominant X or Y pattern (defined by a log2 X/Y

stripe coverage ratio higher or lower than the mean value of all stripes intensity +/- 2SD, respectively). To compare loop coverage for

each loop detected inSTAG2WTconditions (Figure 4D), we computed the stripe coverage and normalized by the total number of cis-

interactions as well as by the loop size. We then assessed the difference between STAG1/2 -WT and -KO conditions (paired T-test on

log10(normalised_coverage)).

Interaction chains
H3K27ac HiChIP were processed with HiC-Pro (v2.10.1) using at least two replicates for each experiment with a bin resolution of 5kb

and all analyses were performed using valid pairs (Table S4). Chains started from H3K4me3 peaks overlapping TSS (V19 genome

annotation of the hg19 mapping assembly) of expressed genes in A673WT or A673SA2m#1 conditions (for A673 chains) or TC71WT

or TC71SA2m#2 conditions (for TC71 chains). Each 5kb promoter bin (BIN-P) overlapped with at least one of these promoter regions

(i.e. several BIN-P overlapping H3K4me3 peaks were allowed). Starting from a single BIN-P, the first enhancer (BIN-E1) element of

the promoter enhancer chain was identified as bin displaying overlapwith H3K27ac peaks (in respectively A673WT and TC71WT ChIP-

seq data) and displaying the strongest interaction (greater than 4 reads) located at least 20,000 (4 bin gap) away from BIN-P in

H3K27ac HiChIPmatrix of respectively A673WT or TC71WT data. A recursive algorithm following these rules allowed to construct pro-

moter enhancer chains up to the 20th enhancer BIN (chains: BIN-P linked to BIN-E1 up to BIN-E20). Promoter enhancer chains were

assigned to respectively 10,716 and 10,708 genes in A673WT and TC71WT, representing respectively 74% and 72% of the population

of expressed genes in A673 and TC71. Promoter enhancer chains containing GGAAmicrosatellite-bound EWSR1-FLI1 peaks at any

BIN-P or BIN-E position within their chains are summarized in Table S5. Interactions (separated by at least 20kbp and displaying at

least 4 reads) localized within super enhancer (SE) regions were defined in parental STAG2-WT cells (634 and 725 SEs were respec-

tively considered in A673WT and TC71WT). So defined interacting bins were compared to H3K27ac HiChIP data of isogenic STAG2-

mutated or -rescue conditions.

Soft agar colony formation assay
A first agar layer was placed in 6 well cell culture plates at 0.8% (w/v) of lowmelting point agarose (16520; Invitrogen) in respective cell

culturemedia. Once solidified, a second layer of 0.4% agar was added, containing respectively 1000 or 2000 cells for TC71 and A673

lines. The plates were maintained at 4�C for 5 minutes and 1 mL of fresh medium was subsequently deposited as a top layer. The

plates were incubated at 37�C at 5%CO2 and colonies (>50 mmdiameter) were counted 2 weeks post seeding using the FIJI Particle

Analysis tool.

Actin cytoskeleton and focal adhesion
A673 (2.5X104 cells) and A673SA2m#1 (2X104 cells) were plated in 24-well plate on poly-D-Lysine coated coverslips (Corning,

#354086). After 24 hours, the cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized in 0.2% Triton X-100/1XPBS and blocked

in 1% BSA/1XPBS solution. Cells were then incubated with phalloidin-tetramethylrhodamine B isothiocyanate (1:100, Sigma,

#P1951) and paxillin antibody (1:1000, BD biosciences, #610051) diluted in 0.5% BSA/1X PBS for 1 hour, washed with 0.5%
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BSA/1X PBS and incubated with Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated donkey anti-mouse (1:100, Invitrogen, #A21202) for 45min. Slides were

mounted using Prolong Gold Antifade reagent (Thermofisher, #P36930). Images were acquired with an upright widefield Apotome

microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a Coolsnap HQ2 camera through a x63 NA 1.4 oil-immersion objective lens. Paxillin focal adhesion

foci associated with phalloidin stress fibers were counted in individual cells for each condition.

Wound healing migration assay
Migratory capacity of the cells was examined by seeding respectively 7X104 A673, 6X104 A673SA2m#1, 7X104 A673SA2r, 7-8X104

EWIma1SA2 or EWIma1Empty and 9X104 CHLA-258 9X104 cells in each well of a cell culture-insert (Ibidi, #80209). At cell confluence,

insert was carefully removed using tweezers and cell migration into the wound (cell-free 500 mmgap) wasmonitored using time-lapse

microscopy (IncuCyte Live Cell Analysis Systems, 4x or 10x objective lens, Sartorius) with an interval of 2 hours during 48 hours. The

wound surface wasmeasured for each time point using the MRIWound Healing Tool (http://dev.mri.cnrs.fr/projects/imagej-macros/

wiki/Wound_Healing_Tool) in ImageJ.

Spheroid invasion assay
Spheroids were formed in 96-wells Ultra-Low Attachment microplates (Corning, 7007) by seeding 2000 cells in 50ml of cell culture

media. After 3 days of aggregation, spheroids were embedded in 50ml of Collagen I matrix (5mg/ml) (Corning, 354249) and incubated

in a cell culture incubator (37�C, 5%CO2). Time-lapsemicroscopy (IncuCyte Live Cell Analysis Systems, 4X objective lens, Sartorius)

was started 2h post embedding for 7 days using an interval of 1 hour between each acquisition.

Image analysis
To analyze the shape and size of cellular aggregates, raw images are binarized through a custom-made MATLAB code. Briefly, the

code detects the contours of the aggregate with a standard-deviation filter. Contour are then filled to define the shape of the aggre-

gate, whose geometric properties are assessed through MATLAB’s regionprops function. In particular, we record for each frame the

area and the eccentricity, defined as the ratio of the distance between the two foci of the equivalent ellipse and the length of the long

axis. This value is equal to 1 for a straight line and 0 for a perfect circle.

Velocity measurements:
Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to obtain the velocity fields around the contour of the aggregates. The PIV analysis was

performed using the Matpiv package in MATLAB (https://www.mn.uio.no/math/english/people/aca/jks/matpiv/). A three-pass

computation using a final window of 64 x 64 pixels (195 x 195 mm) was used, with a.75 overlap. Aberrant vectors were detected

and removed from the analysis when their magnitude exceeded the local median value by three times the standard deviation. The

time interval between consecutive images was 4 hours. For clarity, we only draw the velocity arrows located at less than 100 mm

from the edge of the aggregate.

Boyden chambers assay
A673 and CHLA-258 cells were transfected 48hrs prior the assay. The following numbers of trypsinized cells were seeded in the up-

per compartment of a Boyden chamber (353182, BD Biosciences): 5X104 A673, 5X104 A673SA2m#1, 5x104 A673SA2r cells and

7.5X104 A673 or CHLA-258 transfected cells (siCT, siSA#6 or siSA#8) in respectively their respective media containing 0.5%

FBS. The lower well chamber was in contact with respective media containing 10% FBS. After 24 hours (siRNA) or 48 hours

(STAG2 isogenic models), the remaining cells present on the upper membrane of the Boyden chamber were carefully wiped out

with a cotton swab and the chamber was then stained with crystal violet solution. Cell count was performed from 10 non-overlapping

pictures acquired with a microscope (10X objective lens).

GSEA and DoRothEA analyses
GSEA was performed using default parameters and the MSigDB H, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 (V7.1.symbols) gene sets collections and

published gene sets (listed in Table S2). The analysis presented in Table S6was generated with the web based Investigate Gene Sets

tool (https://www.gsea-msigdb.org/gsea/msigdb/annotate.jsp) using H, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7 gene sets and default parameters

except for max gene (n=500) per gene set. Due to restriction of maximum input genes (n< 1995) of this tool, only genes displaying

expression levels >250 TPM were selected for this analysis (1918 genes among 2331 in A673 and 1332 genes among 1625 in

TC71). DoRothEA analyses were performed using default parameters and restricting results to A and B confidence level transcription

factors.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The tests used for statistical analyses are described in the legends of each concerned figure and have been performed using R v3.4.

Symbols for significance are described in the legends of each concerned figure. Experimental group, n represent the number of sub-

jects within each group.
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